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The fqlures in the margin indirnte full marlcs for the questions

Answer ang flve questions, taking one from each Section

SECTIoN-A

Discuss the concept of torts and the definitions given by various imminent
jurists.

'\Mhere there is right there is a remedy." Elaborate this statement and give
illustrations.

OR

X, art owner of land, got a permit to construct a two-storey residqrtial
building from AMC. X, in violation of the permit constructed three-storey
and on the top he also constnrcted a SOOO liter water storage tank. AMC
demolished the storey constructed beyond the sanction. X claims damages
from AMC pleading malice. Give argument for AMC grrring reasons and
citing precedents.

16
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SECTION-B

3. Every person has a capacity to sue and the liability to be sued in tort. In
the light of,this stateurent, discuss the 'rights and :'liabilities of-
(a) corporation;
(b) minor.

4. Discuss the circumstances in which a master is liable for the acts of his
servants during the course of his emplo5rment. 16

SBctoN-C

5. Define negligence and discuss its essential ingredients.

OR

Discuss the rule of strict liability as laid down in Rylands vs. Fletcher with
exceptions to the rtrle.

6. Define nuisance. How many kinds of nuisance are there? Discuss. 4+12=16

SBcuoN-D

7. Discuss in detail the wrongs affecting personal safety and freedom with
illustrations and case laws. 16

8+8=16

8+8=16

16

8. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Distinction between libel and slander
(b) Malicious prosecution

9. Who is a 'consumer'as defined by the Consumer Protection Act; 1986?
Discuss the law laid down in Indian Medical Association vs. V. P. Shantha
(ArR 1996 SC sOO). 4+12=L6

1O. Write short essays on the following :

(d) Liability to pay compensation.under the Motor Vehicle Act, 1988

(b) .Salient fgatures of the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 8+8=16
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